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Residents gathered at the Chestnut Hill Reservoir during the annual spring retreat in April.

What makes BHFH Quaker?
part 3: Simplicity in community
By Holly Baldwin, Director
When I think about how we live the simplicity testimony at BHFH, I waver. Our life
here doesn’t feel simple to me – we eat very
well, we have computers and video games,
we live in an affluent neighborhood – what
can we really say about simplicity?
But every so often I’m reminded about
how our life here really is significantly simpler than the dominant culture. A reminder

came this week when a prospective resident
asked if she could bring an air conditioner.
The answer is no: that’s something we don’t
do, because we’re committed to keeping our
energy use low. We take the old fashioned
approach of fans, cold showers and lots and
lots of ice cubes. We are less comfortable
than our neighbors, but our carbon footprint and our electric bills are smaller.

“Mind that which is
eternal, which gathers
your hearts together up
to the Lord, and lets you
see that ye are written in
one another’s heart.”
George Fox (1653)

continued on page 7 →

Weed Lecture, June 12: Peggy Senger Parsons
Freedom Friends Church and the
Remixing of Quakerism

Peggy Senger Parsons is a motorcycling
2VBLFS QSFBDIFS  UFBDIFS  DPVOTFMPS BOE
free-lance provocateur of grace. Pastor of
Sunday, June 12, 1:00 pm
Freedom Friends Church in Salem, Oregon, she has a deep passion for interpretPeggy Senger Parsons will add to an JOH2VBLFSJTNUPOPO2VBLFSTJOUIFTU
POHPJOH DPOWFSHFOU 2VBLFS DPOWFSTBUJPO  century. She has done three tours of duty
TQFBLJOHGSPNIFSFYQFSJFODFBTUIFQBTUPS as a peacemaker in Central Africa. She has
of Freedom Friends Church. Topics may written or co-written four books on travelinclude: post-modern and open source ing ministry and post-modern theology.
theology, participatory culture, consumerThe Weed Memorial Lecture is held in
producers, a 21st-century relationship with memory of Ernest and Esther Weed, longPSUIPEPYZ FNCPEJFEDPNNVOJUJFT BOFX time Directors of Beacon Hill Friends House
way to look at our history and what have and advocates of Quaker educational probeen labeled as schisms.
grams.
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Staff changes: Farewell Fiona, Welcome Zach
By Holly Baldwin, Director
'JPOB $BNQCFMM  PVS DBQBCMF ,JUDIFO
.BOBHFS TJODF +VOF   MFę #)') ڀJO
February. We miss her creative dishes,
such as veggie burgers-from-last-night’sleftovers, watermelon relish, and amazing
artisan pizzas. Fiona brought us more than
her meals – we also miss her bouncy and
thoughtful presence, her friendly conversation, and her squeals of delight.
Almost finished with her nutrition
training, Fiona is starting a holistic health
coaching practice through which she will
help clients with their health goals like
overcoming sugar addictions, emotional
eating, and learning to enjoy vegetables
more often. You can read more about her
plans at www.mindbodytummy.com. Fiona
JTMJWJOHJO4PNFSWJMMFXJUIIFSQBSUOFS+BSed, and their beloved cat, Blackberry.

Fiona’s departure made way for a new
person to find a home in our community
BOEJOPVSLJUDIFO;BDI"MFYBOEFSJTPVS
OFX,JUDIFO.BOBHFS;BDIIBTCFFOQBSU
PG UIF MPDBM 2VBLFS DPNNVOJUZ TJODF BUUFOEJOH/PSUI4IPSF.FFUJOHBTBTUVEFOU
Before he cooked for us, he cooked for
Young Friends and Young Adult Friends
retreats in New England.
He has pleased the hungry mouths of
PVS DPNNVOJUZ XJUI BO BSSBZ PG .JEEMF
Eastern and North African inspired dishes
as we heard the news of the pro-democracy
revolts in the regions. We continue to enjoy meals from many different countries as
;BDIUSJFTPVUOFXSFDJQFTڀ
In addition to his gifts in the kitchen,
;BDI BMTP CSJOHT FYQFSJFODF XJUI QVCMJTIing, both web and print, and we are fortunate to benefit from his skills in this arena.

Recipe from Zach: Tofu Massaman Curry
By Zach Alexander, Kitchen Manager
*ĕSTUHPUJOUP.BTTBNBO$VSSZCFDBVTF
my girlfriend would always get it when we
went out for Thai food. Her enthusiasm was
contagious, and the sights and smells – soft
potatoes and roasted peanuts, spicy coconut milk, fresh cilantro – sealed the deal.
Here’s how I make it at the House (scaled
EPXOUPTFSWJOHT ćFLFZJOHSFEJFOU
JT .BTTBNBO DVSSZ QBTUF  XIJDI * SFDPNmend you buy pre-made. If you’re ambitious, you can try making it from scratch,
but it’s difficult to do well, and unless you’re
fortunate enough to have all the necessary
fresh ingredients handy – some hard to find
even in Boston – you’re better off using a
SFBEZUPVTFWFSTJPO.BFTSJBOE.BF1MPZ
BSF UXP HPPE CSBOET * VTF .BFTSJ  XIJDI
you can find online or at Asian markets.

Ingredients
t POJPO PSTIBMMPUT DIPQQFE
t HBSMJDDMPWFT NJODFE
t UCTQGSFTIHSBUFEHJOHFS
t UCTQ.BTTBNBODVSSZQBTUF VTF
NPSFJGZPVMJLFTQJDZGPPE MFTTJGOPU
t P[DPDPOVUNJML

tDVQSPBTUFEQFBOVUTPSDBTIFXT
t3VTTFUUQPUBUPFT DVCFE
tDBSSPU
tQBDLBHFPGĕSNUPGV EJDFE
tUCTQUBNBSJOEKVJDF PSMFNPOKVJDF
tUCTQCSPXOTVHBS
tUTQTBMU
tCVODIDIPQQFEDJMBOUSP

Directions
1. Open the coconut milk. You should
find that a thick “cream” has risen to the
top; scoop this into a pot, over mediumhigh heat, without disturbing the more watery part below.
2. Sautee the onions or shallots in the
coconut cream for a few minutes, then add
the garlic and ginger. After a few more minVUFT  BEE UIF .BTTBNBO DVSSZ QBTUF  TUJSSJOHDPOUJOVBMMZ4JNNFS EPOUCPJM VOUJM
a layer of oil separates and rises to the top.
(You don’t have to do this, but it’s considFSFEBQQFUJ[JOHJOćBJDVJTJOF
 "EE UIF SFTU PG UIF DPDPOVU NJML 
slowly, to keep the temperature from dropping too quickly. Add the vegetables, nuts,

and tofu. Simmer about 20 minutes, until
the potatoes and carrots are cooked.
+VTUCFGPSFTFSWJOH BEEUIFUBNBSJOE
PSMFNPO TVHBS BOETBMU5BTUF BOEBEKVTU
salt and tamarind to your liking. Add cilantro just before serving.

Notes
t 'PSBIFBMUIJFSWFSTJPO NBLFTPNF
homemade cashew milk (soak some
SBXDBTIFXTGPSBCJU UIFOCMFOE BOE
use instead of coconut milk. Cashews
have a better ratio of saturated : polyunsaturated : monounsatured fats.
t ćFUPGVDBOCFGSJFEPSCBLFEBIFBE
PGUJNFGPSBNFBUJFSUFYUVSF*VTVBMMZ
bake it in some soy sauce, oil, and
vinegar while I’m making the curry,
and add at the very end.
t 5BNBSJOEQVMQ KVJDF BOEPSDPODFOtrate can be found in Asian markets;
strength varies, so it’s hard to know
FYBDUMZIPXNVDIUPVTF CVUMFUZPVS
tastebuds be your guide.
t 0UIFSćBJDVSSJFT HSFFO SFE FUD 
can be made in much the same way,
just with slightly different ingredients.
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New housies: Gayoung, Zach, Flossie, & Jared
Gayoung Kim
Where did you live before Beacon Hill
Friends House?
I came to Boston 2 months ago and
had lived with host family in Bedford for 1
month before I moved in.
What brought you here?
I was looking for a place to move in at
that time, a teacher who is former resident
recommended BHFH to me.
What do you like about it here?
" HSFBU MPDBUJPO  ;BDIT ڀFYPUJD BOE
healthy dishes, open-minded people
What’s challenging?ڀ
ڀ-PUTPGEVUJFTUPEPMJLFDIPSF EJTIDSFX
or workday.
New housie Gayoung Kim, feeling accomplished at the end of her first workday at BHFH.

What fun things do you do outside the house?
+PHHJOH:PVNJHIUUIJOLUIBUJTOPUAGVO room with someone. So the fact that staff
at all but jogging is the best way to under- are guaranteed single rooms was sort of
perfect.
stand this city for me.
What do you do outside of the house (for
work/recreation)?
I am studying English and trying to get a
job in these days.
What do you like to do with other housies?
Having a tea time after dinner.
What’s your most memorable moment here
so far?
Sunlight and ice cream that we shared
on the deck on workday.

Zach Alexander
Where did you live before Beacon Hill
Friends House?
In Cambridge near Central Square, with
two BHFH alums – Ben Guaraldi, who I
NFUUISPVHI2VBLFSGSJFOET BOE+FTT(VTtin, who I knew through college.
What brought you here?
Well, the job, of course. Beyond that,
I’ve considered moving here for years, but
never could countenance having to share a

What do you like about it here? What’s
challenging?
The location, the deck and courtyard,
the view from my window, and living with
a bunch of cool people.
I find the quiet mood of the house challenging when I feel like partying or listening to music.
What fun things do you do outside the house?
Sporadically attend tango or yoga classes, go to the gym, go on dates.
What do you do outside of the house (for
work/recreation)?
I’m learning web programming. I also
might be writing a book about some crazy
FYQFSJFODFT*IBEHSPXJOHVQBOEPSBSPBE
trip I took last summer.
What is your spiritual practice (if any)?
2VBLFS BOE IVNBOJTU o * PDDBTJPOBMMZ
BUUFOE2VBLFSNFFUJOHT BOEBNBNFNCFS
of the Cambridge one, and I’m also part of
the humanist community based around the
Harvard Humanist Chaplaincy.

What do you like to do with other housies?
&YQPTFUIFNUPEFMJDJPVTUIJOHTUIFZWF
never heard of before.
What’s your most memorable moment here
so far?
Having lunch in the St. Francis courtyard the other day surrounded by magnolia
petals.

Flossie Cox
Where did you live before Beacon Hill
Friends House?
I lived on Cape Cod for a few months
before moving to Boston, and New York
$JUZGPSZFBSTCFGPSFUIBUڀ
What brought you here?
I had been thinking about relocating
here for quite a while – the pace in Boston
is more manageable than New York and I
thought I’d be able to find work in my field.
What is your spiritual practice (if any)?
* XBT SBJTFE CZ B 2VBLFS QBSFOU  CVU
EJEOUTFMGJEFOUJGZBT2VBLFSUJMM*MFęIPNF
BU*ڀNNPTUBDUJWFJONZZFBSMZNFFUJOH
and don’t attend monthly very often anymore.
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What do you like about it here? What’s
challenging?
I love living in the house. I like chatting
with other night owls who are prowling for
snacks during the early hours of the mornJOHڀćFDIBMMFOHJOHQBSUJTUFBSJOHNZTFMG
BXBZUPFYQFSJFODFPUIFSQBSUTPGBDJUZ*N
not familiar with yet.
What’s your most memorable moment here
so far?
Workday was memorable – I think
BCPVUJUFWFSZUJNF*DMJNCUIFTJEFTUFQTڀ
ćFZSFTPTIJOZ
I also liked candlepin bowling – even
though I hate SFHVMBS CPXMJOH*  ڀUT UIPTF
UZQFT PG FYQFSJFODFT UIBU NBLF MJWJOH JO
B OFX SFHJPO GVO BOE JOUFSFTUJOH  ڀ:PV BMM
CPXM XFJSE "OE ZPV IBWF BXFTPNF GBLF
IPMJEBZTUPPڀ
New resident Jared Rubenstein, at home in the BHFH kitchen.

Jared Rubenstein
Where did you live before Beacon Hill
Friends House?
In Inman Square on the Somerville side.
What brought you here?ڀ
I wanted to live in a place that had a real
sense of community.
What do you like about it here? What’s
challenging?
I love having people around all the time,

and having people to share food with when
I make an Asian tuna salad or a batch of
chocolate chip cookies.

What is your spiritual practice (if any)?
* BN B SFGPSN +FX * ڀBUUFOE TZOBHPHVF
on Fridays and eat special foods for holidays.

What fun things do you do outside the house?ڀ
I like to watch random foreign films at What do you like to do with other housies?
the Harvard Film Archive.
I like trying to beat Sumner at board
HBNFT*ڀIBWFOUTVDDFFEFEZFU
What do you do outside of the house (for
work/recreation)?
What’s your most memorable moment here
I work as an actuary, regulating insur- so far?
ance companies to keep the financial world
Walter and I got to rearrange the lamps
safe for ordinary citizens.
in the library.

Our Board works to uphold the future of BHFH–
and is ready for your participation!
By Holly Baldwin, Director
The BHFH Board has been busy this
ZFBS 0VS $MFSL  .BSHBSFU #FOFĕFM  IBT
been leading us through meetings that are
NPSFKPZGVMUIBOXFFYQFDUFE8FWFCFFO
sharing our stories of the Friends House
as we’ve known it, the legends we’ve heard,
and the vision we share for our future.
The Finance Committee had a revolution – we’ve simplified our financial reporting to make it easier for all to understand.
We’re asking questions we haven’t asked before about different funds, and we’re learn-

ing a lot about the house in the process.
8FWFIJSFEBOFXCPPLLFQFS -VDZ.FBEPXT XIPIBTCFFOIFMQJOHVTHSFBUMZ
Several board members attended a
XPSLTIPQ DBMMFE %FWFMPQNFOU BT .JOJTUSZ'VOESBJTJOHGPS2VBLFS0SHBOJ[BUJPOT
BOE.FFUJOHT8FIBWFBHSPXJOHHSPVQPG
people who are interested in helping BHFH
develop its capacity in this realm.
The Building Oversight Committee is
FYQMPSJOHQMBOTUPSFQPJOUUIFSFBSGBÎBEF
ćF 1SPHSBN $PNNJUUFF JT FYDJUFE UP
bring Peggy Senger Parsons to deliver the

8FFE -FDUVSF JO +VOF QBHF   ćF 8FFE
-FDUVSFXJMMCFQBSUPGBXFFLFOEDFMFCSBtion at BHFH, with Board and Corporation
"OOVBM.FFUJOHTPO4BUVSEBZ +VOF BOE
UIF8FFE-FDUVSFPO4VOEBZ +VOF
There are many ways to serve BHFH. All
our committees could support more local
volunteers. Our Corporation is comprised
PG'SJFOETGSPN/FX&OHMBOE:FBSMZ.FFUing and we have vacancies in most quarters.
1MFBTFDPOUBDU.BSHBSFU#FOFĕFM $MFSL
of the Board, to learn more: NCFOFĕFM!FYecutivesoul.com.
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Housies gather for spring workday & retreat

By Holly Baldwin, Director
BHFH housies and a few friends gathFSFE PO 4BUVSEBZ  "QSJM  GPS PVS BOOVBM
spring workday. It was the first chance for
many new housies to get to know each
other and the house. Our teams cleaned
BOE QMBOUFE UIF DPVSUZBSE  HBSEFOT TFU
the deck up for the summer; summer-ized
our windows; cleaned out the basement…
again; put a beautiful coat of polyurethane
POUIFTUBJSTJOTUBMMFETPNFTPVOEQBOels in the dining room as a test run for a
possible solution for reducing the clamor at
the dinner table. We worked hard, had fun,
and finally enjoyed our first meal together
on the deck – ice cream and cake after a
long day’s work.
We spent this year’s retreat going on

adventures together outside the house.
Friday evening we went on a mystery surprise trip – to a bowling alley for candlepin
bowling, a New England specialty. Saturday
was even more adventurous – we split into
small groups and spread to four corners of
the city. Our task was to navigate our way
to a central location – Cleveland Circle in
Brookline – using only a map.
8F XBOEFSFE BQQSPYJNBUFMZ TFWFO
miles, along the river, through parks,
through diverse neighborhoods. We collected items for a scavenger hunt, and used
them to illustrate tall tales of our adventures. We ventured home together, and
gathered in the library to share our stories,
DPME FYIBVTUFEBOEIVOHSZoCVUXFMMTBUJTfied by our time together.

Left: BHFH housies and friends at the end of
a successful workday, April 2011.
Right (top to bottom): Will works with an
ornery window on workday; Ian and Dan
prepare the courtyard railing for repainting
on workday; Dan, Annie, Holly, and Will
exploring Boston during the house retreat.

A note from the Development Committee
The Beacon Hill Friends House Development Committee is pleased to report
that charitable giving to the House has increased significantly in the past decade. It is
clear that the House has many supporters:
BMVNOJ WJTJUPST OFJHICPST BOE2VBLFSTJO
New England and beyond.

The Development Committee looks for- including an alumni dinner this summer.
ward to working with you (regardless of the
Thank you for your positive thoughts
DBUFHPSZUPXIJDIZPVCFMPOH UPGVOEUIF about the House, and please remember that
House, and to ensure that its dynamic com- we depend on your generosity.
munity and venerable physical plant remain
Sincerely,
operative. The Committee is contemplating
Clifford Putney
a number of community-building events,
Clerk of the Development Committee
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Alumni news: New Delhi to New Hampshire
John Bell (’80s)
.ZXJGF+VEZ8IJTOBOUBOE*XFSFIPVTF
SFTJEFOUT JO UIF GBMM BOE XJOUFS PG 
when she began law school at NortheastFSO ڀ8FIBEEJOOFSUIFOJHIUCFGPSFTIF
CFHBO BU UIF (SFFL EFMJ PO $IBSMFT ڀ4USFFU 
BOETIFDPVMEOUFBUCFDBVTFPGڀCVUUFSĘJFTJO
IFSTUPNBDI ڀ8FڀJSSFHVMBSMZڀBUUFOEFE#)'
meeting and house events for the ten years
XFMJWFEJO#PTUPOڀڀ
We have lived in Chapel Hill, NC for
the past 20 years where we raised our two
DIJMESFO /BUF   BOE -VDZ   CPUI PG
XIPNXFSFCPSOJO#PTUPOڀ+VEZIBTCFFO
a solo family lawyer mostly representing
XPNFO BOESFDFOUMZXPSLJOHNPSFڀJONFEJBUJPOBOEDPMMBCPSBUJWFMBX*ڀIBWFSBJTFE
money for many organizations and causes,
GPSUIFQBTUTFWFOZFBSTGPSMBOEڀBOEXBUFS
DPOTFSWBUJPOڀ
We welcome contact from other BHFH
residents of our time, email Whisbell@bellTPVUIOFUڀ
To our delight, when we were staying
in the house guest room seven years ago
XF ڀNFU SFTJEFOU #SZTPO( ڀSFFOXPPE  né
'JOLMFB BOEIJTOPXXJGF,BUJF(SFFOXPPE 
BOE DPOWJODFE UIFN UP DPNF ڀTPVUI UP BUUFOEڀUIF6OJWPG/PSUI$BSPMJOBTڀ.FEJDBM
4DIPPMڀ
4PNF PG ڀNZ ڀGPOE NFNPSJFT PG UIF
#)')ڀBSFڀPVSMBSHFTFDPOEĘPPSSFBSCFESPPNPO$IFTUOVUTJEFڀXJUIڀUIFFMFHBOU
XBSESPCF OP EPVCU MPOH HPOF  ڀBOE UIF
DMPTFUTXJUITVDIUBMMڀDFJMJOHTXFIBEDPBU
IBOHFSTڀPOTJYGPPUQPMFTGPSUIFVQQFSMFWFM
SPETXBQQJOHPVUMBOEJTIUBMFTڀXJUIIPVTF
DPEJSFDUPS +JN "OUIPOZ DPVME BOZPOF
GPSHFU IJT MBVHIUFS  .FFUJOH $MFSL )PXBSE4FFHBSBOENFFUJOHBUUFOEFF%Si3FCw
.D.JDIBFM o BMM VT iFYQBUw 4PVUIFSOFST
SPMMJOH PWFS BOE TMFFQJOH ڀJO BęFS UIF ĕSTU
CJHTOPXDBNF BOEMFBSOJOHڀUIFGPMMPXJOH
day that people actually went to work in the
TOPXڀ
"OEIPX)PVTF%JSFDUPS"OOF,SFJCFM
HPUڀJOEJHOBOUڀXIFOTPNFPOFBČFDUJPOBUFMZ
characterized her as a woman who wears
iTFOTJCMF TIPFTw B CFBVUJGVM CMPOEF ڀNVTJD
TUVEFOUڀGSPNUIF.JEXFTUXIPXPSFBMB-

QFM CVUUPO ڀTBZJOH iIPX 4XFEF JU JTw  ڀ#VU
OPU ڀMFBTU PG BMM * SFNFNCFS BOE CFMBUFEMZ
BQPMPHJ[FUP PVSQFUVMBOUDPPL,BUFGSPN
Oberlin College who could put up with a
QBSUJDVMBSDIBUUZCSFBLGBTUUBCMFڀMPVOHFSGPS
POMZTPMPOHڀ
One of my favorite memories was parkJOHBEJSUZ EJMBQJEBUFE$JUZPG#PTUPOڀTUBUJPO XBHPO * ڀXBT BTTJHOFE UP GPS NZ KPC
– complete with old racing sheets, Boston
(MPCFT %VOLJO%POVUTDVQTBOECBHTڀBMM
PWFS UIF ڀUIF ĘPPS o JO GSPOU PG UIF #)'
house for nearly a week... only to be unDFSJNPOPVTMZ ڀDBMMFE ڀPO UIF DBSQFU ڀCZ NZ
CPTTCFDBVTFPGBDPNQMBJOUGSPNPVSOFYU
EPPSOFJHICPSoUIFEFQVUZ.BZPSڀڀ
And finally, we often repeat to ourselves
two notices written above the sink where
dinner dishes were washed, one saying:
“a sponge-us unwrung-us, means fungus
among us” and the less poetic but more imQPSUBOUiOPNBJE OPNPN KVTUVTwڀ
Best,
John Bell

John Zahradnik (’60s)
I was a resident at BHFH while a DanGPSUI'FMMPXBOESFTFBSDIBTTJTUBOUBU.*5
I am now residing in a retirement home
in Salmon Arm, BC, an Emeritus Professor
BUUIF6OJWFSTJUZPG#$
*ڀIBWFIBETFWFSBMDBSFFST UIFNPTUTJHOJĕDBOU  JO *SBO #PUI .JSJBN
and I learned to speak Farsi and lived in
UIF7JMMBHFPG.BNB[BOJOGVMMWJFXPGUIF
 ęTOPXDPWFSFE.U%FNBWBOE8F
XPSLFEGPSUIF/FBS&BTU'PVOEBUJPOڀ1IJMJQ BOE +PTFQI XFSF CPSO UIFSF* IBWF
worked as an instructor at the Nicola ValMFZ *OTUJUVUF PG 5FDIOPMPHZ JO .FSSJUU #$
BOBUJWF4DIPPM*QMBZNZWJPMJOڀJOUIFMPcal String Symphony and still ride my bike
weather permitting.
I have fond memories of BHFH residents coming out to Pelham, near Amherst
to cut firewwood for the huge fireplace in
UIF.FFUJOH3PPN*IBWFFOKPZFESFBEJOH
“The Story of Beacon Hill Friends House”
and am reminded of Ester Weeds good nature and humour. The Weeds introduced

NFBOENZGBNJMZUP%FFS*TMF.BJOF*XJMM
CFWJTJUJOHNZGBNJMZ NBOZTUJMMSFTJEJOHڀPO
UIFPMEGBSNPO)BSLOFTT3PBEJO1FMIBN
#)') XBT B NPTU TJHOJĕDBOU ڀ ڀFYQFSJFODF
and I wish the best for a very long continVFEFYJTUFODFڀ
ڀ8JUIMPWF
John W. Zahradnik

Ginny Kristl (’90s)
About a year or two after leaving my
position as Assistant Director at Friends
)PVTF *NPWFEUP.BJOF*MJWFEUIFSFGPS
BCPVUZFBSTBOEIBEWBSJPVTKPCTJODMVEing my dream job was as a product manBHFSGPS+PIOOZT4FMFDUFE4FFET*UBMMPXFE
NFUPUSBWFMBCSPBEBOEFYUFOTJWFMZJOUIF
64ڀ
In 2002 I decided to take a new direction and the following year began an intenTJWFUISFFZFBSQSPHSBNBUUIF6OJWFSTJUZPG
4PVUIFSO.BJOF*BNOPXBCPBSEDFSUJĕFE
family nurse practitioner and live in Dover,
NH, which also allows me to be closer to
NZ NPUIFS XIP XJMM CF  UIJT ZFBS * SFcently took a position providing healthcare
to the homeless in several NH Seacoast
towns, usually working out of a mobile van.
*U JT DIBMMFOHJOH CVU TBUJTGZJOH XPSL * ڀBUUFOE.FFUJOHGPS8PSTIJQBU%PWFS'SJFOET
.FFUJOHćFJSTJTUIFTFDPOEPMEFTUNFFUinghouse in New England (Cambridge beJOHUIFPMEFTU 
I’m still single and still NOT a grandNPUIFS PI  XFMM  .Z EBVHIUFS  XIPN
many house residents met during my time
there, married a wonderful man and three
years ago they moved to San Diego which
makes for a great midwinter visit for me
FBDI ZFBS .Z TPO MJWFT JO /PSUIBNQUPO 
." 4PNF NBZ BMTP SFNFNCFS NZ HPPE
friend Doug. He’s still very much in my life
BęFSTVSWJWJOHDBODFSڀ
Hope all are well. Peace and light,
Ginny
7JSHJOJB,SJTUM
.JMM4Uڀ6OJU
%PWFS /)ڀ
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Rowan Van Ness (’10s)
I’m currently living in and on the board
GPSUIF-VDZ4UPOF$PPQFSBUJWF B6OJUBSJBO
6OJWFSTBMJTU IPVTJOH DPPQFSBUJWF JO #PTton that was inspired in part by the Beacon
)JMM'SJFOET)PVTF*ڀBNTPHSBUFGVMGPSUIF
supportive community the Friends House
provided me as we were preparing to buy
BOE NPWF JOUP PVS OFX IPNF  ڀ-FBSOJOH
about the Friends’ philosophies and practices continues to inspire some of our own
practices.
Peace,
Rowan Van Ness

Jessica Gustin (’00s)
* XBT B SFTJEFOU GSPN "VHVTU  UP
"VHVTU HJWFPSUBLF *NTVSF ڀ
I live in Cambridge now, close to other
BHFH alums and am finishing up law
TDIPPM UIJT GBMM BU /PSUIFBTUFSO  ڀ$VSSFOUly, I am on coop (Northeastern lingo for
BO JOUFSOTIJQ  BU UIF )VNBO 3JHIUT -BX
Network in New Delhi, India working in
UIFJSSFQSPEVDUJWFSJHIUTVOJU*ڀUTQIFOPNFOBM*ڀNCMPHHJOHBCPVUNZFYQFSJFODFBU
snowandsweat.wordpress.com and hope
UPEPNZOFYUDPPQBU1BUBHPOJB *ODOPU
South America though that would be cool
UPP *ڀGBOZPOFLOPXTBOZPOFJO7FOUVSB 
QMFBTFCFJOUPVDI
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Thanks and in peace,
Jessica

BOEڀDBSSJFENFڀEPXOTUBJSTBOEUPTTFENF
in a snowbank. I was careful to not leave
UIF LJUDIFO JO TVDI EJTBSSBZ BęFS UIBU* ڀU
+FTTJDB(VTUJO -BX$MFSL
did make me question the whole notion of
)VNBO3JHIUT-BX/FUXPSL
2VBLFSTBOEOPOWJPMFODF #VUUIFZXFSF
.BTKJE3PBE +VOHQVSB
EBSOHPPEDSFBNQVČT
/FX%FMIJ 
When I left, the residents all chipped
India
in and bought me a beautiful book of silkjessicabeth@gmail.com
screens by Sister Coretta.
*BNBTUVEJPQPUUFSBOETFMMNZXPSLڀUP
Nancy Rasch (Salamon) (’60s)
TUPSFTBOENVTFVNTIPQTBDSPTTUIF64"
*  ڀMJWF PVUTJEF PG 1IJMBEFMQIJB BOE DBO CF
I was an Antioch freshman when I found at www.claybornpottery.com. It
XPSLFEBU#)')EVSJOHUIFXJOUFSPG would be fun to hear from anyone from the
Earnest and Esther Weed were the direc- iPMEFOEBZTwڀ
tors. I arrived not knowing how to cook,
Nancy Rasch (Salamon)
but figured that if one could both read and
multiply... how hard could it be? Aside Gabirella Santoro (’00s)
GSPNHBJOJOHQPVOET JUXBTBXPOEFSGVM FYQFSJFODF * DBO QJDUVSF NBOZ PG UIF Dear Friends at BHFH,
faces of residents but am fuzzy on some
I lived at the Beacon Hill Friends House
OBNFT ڀ4PNF  ڀOBNFT * EP SFNFNCFS BSF UIFTQSJOHPG*WFTQFOUUIFQBTUDPV,FOOZ $IVDL (SFUDIFO ڀBOPUIFS/BODZ QMFPGZFBSTMJWJOHJO+FSVTBMFNBOETUVEZand a German guy who would only eat JOH$SFBUJWF8SJUJOHBU#BS*MBO6OJWFSTJUZ
boneless chicken and nothing with bones as On a personal note, I am marrying Steven
it reminded him of dead birds... Did Chuck -BQLPČPG3PDLWJMMF .BSZMBOEPO"VHVTU
marry his adorable French girlfriend? Did UIJO+FSVTBMFN
he publish more poetry?
.Z UJNF MJWJOH BOE MFBSOJOH 2VBLFS
I remember making cream puffs for des- principles had an serious impact on how
TFSUڀPOFOJHIUBOEVTJOHFWFSZQBOJOUIF I am in the world. I made many friends
LJUDIFO XIJDIMFęڀBNFTTGPSUIFDMFBOVQ that have enriched my life, for which I am
crew. I was upstairs reading in the library grateful.
when two guys came in, picked me up,
Gabriella Santoro

Simplicity in community (continued from p. 1)
-JWJOH JO B MBSHF DPNNVOJUZ MJLF PVST 
we simplify by matter of course in several
ways – we buy in bulk, we live in bulk – we
have one kitchen, two vacuum cleaners,
one TV, one microwave, one blender, one
GPPE QSPDFTTPS o GPS  QFPQMF -JWJOH BU
this scale, we minimize our own personal
share of the world’s resources. This speaks
to the stewardship aspect of simplicity.
Beyond our concerns for stewardship,
UIF MPOHTUBOEJOH 2VBLFS FNQIBTJT PO
simplicity is about making space in our
life for that which is eternal. In some ways,
BHFH takes up more space in our lives, not
less – residents have many obligations to
the community – chores, dishcrews, com-

munity dinner, committee work, house
meetings… On the other hand, with so
NBOZQFPQMF BOETUBČ UPTIBSFUIFXPSL
of the household, we also benefit from a
high quality of life for the amount of time
XFQVUJOUPNBJOUBJOUIBUMJGF.PTUPGPVS
time commitments to the community are
about being together or working together.
5BLFPVSEJOOFSTBTBOFYBNQMF0OF,JUDIFO .BOBHFS  BOE UISFF SFTJEFOUT PO EJTIcrew, use their time to feed the community.
That frees the rest of us to eat freely, engaging in the conversations that are the backbone of our community. Coming together,
listening to each other’s stories and breakJOHCSFBE PSQBTTJOHUIFXBUFSQJUDIFS JTB

simple ritual that nourishes our individual
hearts, and the heart of our community.
The friendships that are built and strengthened make our community strong.
That is what we are about at BHFH – we
may not have air conditioning, our dishes
and furnishing may be somewhat plain, but
what we have in abundance is time together
– time to listen, to be; to work together and
QMBZUPHFUIFSUPSFĘFDUPOPVSDPNNVOJUZ 
our lives and how we fit into the world, and
to work together to make this house and
this world closer to the vision we share for
JU ćFTF PQQPSUVOJUJFT GPS SFĘFDUJPO BOE
friendship are our way of making space for
that which is eternal.
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United Friends: the Lucy Stone Cooperative
and the Beacon Hill Friends House
By Christy Little, Residency Manager
ćF ĕSTU .PWJF BOE .FOEJOH .POEBZ
.BEOFTT  IFSFUPGPSF LOPXO BT .... 
kicked off at the Beacon Hill Friends house
this April. Fingers poking and pulling at
NFOEJOH FZFTĘJDLJOHVQUPUIFĕMNQSPjected on the wall, about fifteen people
GSPN UIF -VDZ 4UPOF $PPQFSBUJWF  #FBcon Hill Friends House, Seedpod Co-op,
BOE PVS GSJFOET TBU JO UIF #)') .FFUJOH
room watching “Briars in the Cotton Patch:
UIF 4UPSZ PG ,PJOPOJB 'BSNw 3PXBO 7BO
/FTT -4$GPVOEJOHNFNCFS BOEBSFDFOU
#)')BMVN BOE*JOWJUFEBSFBDPPQTBOE
friends to watch this movie that we felt
touched on issues our communities care
about: racial equality and spiritual community living. We stuck around afterwards to
share our reactions to the film.

ćJTKPJOUNPWFOJHIUJTKVTUPOFFYBNple of the connection between Beacon Hill
'SJFOET )PVTF BOE UIF -VDZ 4UPOF $PPQerative.
.BUU.FZFS BOPUIFSGPVOEJOHNFNCFS
BOESFTJEFOUPGUIF-VDZ4UPOF$PPQFSBUJWF 
has this to say about its history:
“The Lucy Stone Cooperative is a newlyformed housing co-op based on Unitarian
Universalist values. We recently bought a
house in Dudley Sq. and twelve housemates
moved in on February 1. Lucy Stone is meant
to be both an intentional community and a
center for social justice that focuses on our
core values of Sustainability, Spiritual Practice, and Social Change.
The faith-based internal community of
the Lucy Stone Cooperative was very much
inspired by the Beacon Hill Friends House,

whose residents seek ways to live out their
spiritual values on a daily basis, and whose
values are built into the structure of the community. The Beacon Hill Friends House has
hosted the Lucy Stone Co-op for movie nights,
fundraising dinners, and numerous conversations to discuss the intersection of spiritual
community and cooperative housing.”
ćF -VDZ 4UPOF $PPQFSBUJWF TVQQPSUT
many of the Beacon Hill Friends House’s
values, and it’s encouraging to have another
community like ours, to share ideas with,
DPMMBCPSBUF XJUI  BOE FYQBOE UIF TQJSJUVBM
co-op community. Now there’s one more
place in Boston where people can live with
other spiritual seekers. We won’t be surprised to see more cross-pollination, with
people moving between these two fantastic
communities.

The mission of
Beacon Hill Friends House
JTUPFNCPEZUIF2VBLFS
principles of faith,
simplicity, integrity,
community, and social
responsibility in order
to nurture and call forth the
light in all of us.
6 Chestnut Street
Boston, MA 02108
617-227-9118
www.bhfh.org
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